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How do benefits consultants evaluate the healthcare plans of insurance companies, and recommend the best-fitting
plans for their company clients? Generally, the prevailing practice has been for benefits consultants to take past claims
data and apply actuarial statistics to predict the future costs of a plan. However, this is largely a theoretical exercise,
since it involves applying actuarial assumptions to historical and static results to create predictions. It relies heavily on
past probabilities repeating themselves in the future. Whereas, DZee conducts a live simulation of current census data,
claims history, health status and the billing instructions of insurance companies to predict future healthcare costs.
DZee is uniquely equipped to partner with advisors and provide client support and recommendations that far exceed the
accuracy of the actuarial methods widely used today. DZee constructs tailored and exacting recommendations for
clients using DZee’s sophisticated analytics methods, personalized employee profiles, and massive databases of
healthcare information. DZee equips consultants to pinpoint the right-fitting menu of plans for a company’s unique and
diverse population of employees and dependents. DZee answers the challenging question… “What is the optimal menu
of benefit plans for our client to be offering to the workforce in their company sponsored program?”
If your client companies are considering changes to: (1) medical insurance plan options, (2) supplemental benefits plan
options, (3) self-funded plan designs and stop-loss insurance, or (4) the cost-savings & ROI of wellness program designs,
you’re in luck. DZee can help by applying rigorously scientific methods to determine the right type and mix of healthcare
plans, supplemental plans, wellness plans and self-insurance plans for companies to offer to their employees.
Choosing a healthcare plan is a very complicated, dicey, and stressful task. To select a good fitting healthcare plan,
consumers need to estimate their future costs and select a healthcare plan before knowing what their actual care needs
are going to be. The challenge of predicting costs before they are incurred, and selecting a plan before using the
benefits – means that consumers are prone to paying more for health insurance then they need. Furthermore, the
challenge of selecting the right benefit plans grows significantly when a company aggregates their diverse population of
employees and dependents into a pool of participants, and tries to design a best-fitting company-wide program.
DZee offers two industry-leading solutions for benefits advisors & consultants: (1) a “Plan Adoption Engine” for
determining the right type and mix of benefits plans to include in company programs, and (2) a “Plan Selection Engine”
for guiding employees to select the right plan for their personal circumstances. With DZee’s pioneering capabilities,
companies can configure both: (1) the optimal portfolio of the types and mix of plans to offer to employees, and (2) the
right individual plans for employees to select for their personal benefiting needs. The number and variety of benefits
plans offered by a company, as well as the insurance carriers selected to provide healthcare plans, can produce
significant differences in costs, benefit levels and enrollment results.
DZee’s “Plan Adoption Engine” has demonstrated savings
of 15% or more in total healthcare costs by determining
the right menu of healthcare plan choices for companies
to provide to their workforce. DZee’s Plan Adoption
Engine can scientifically select the optimal type and mix of
healthcare plans for a company to bundle together into
their benefits program. DZee’s sophisticated math-based
algorithms are used to parse through millions of data
points and evaluate thousands of permutations before
recommending a particular plan that best fits a
consumer’s personal health profile and needs.

DZee can determine the precise number of plans and plan types that will best produce the lowest costs, provide relevant
coverage, and generate concentrated enrollments. Furthermore, DZee allows a company to model its financial or
budget goals, and pretest and configure a portfolio of plan options that will best achieve these strategic benefiting goals.
As with healthcare plans, DZee’s “Supplemental Plans Selection Engine” can recommend the optimal mix and bundle of
supplemental benefits plans for individuals & families to assemble into a comprehensive and blended benefits package.
The Supplemental Benefits Selection Engine will help economize combined plan premiums to get the best holistic level
of benefits coverage for the premium amounts paid.
As with healthcare plans, DZee’s “Variable Plans
Selection Engine” can recommend the optimal mix
and bundle of variable benefits plans for individuals
& families to assemble into a comprehensive and
blended benefits package. The Variable Benefits
Selection Engine will help economize combined plan
premiums to get the best holistic level of benefits
coverage for the premium amounts paid. With
guidance from DZee’s engine, employees can
reallocate some premium dollars away from policies
that provide over-insurance, and purchase gap
insurance policies with better economic value.
Most open enrollment tools used today include no scientific personalization of plan choices or expense projections for
individuals. Most are basic calculators that provide simplistic estimates based on premiums, deductibles, and out-ofpocket costs. The more advanced (and higher priced) tools used in the market today largely convert claims data into a
statistical bell-shaped curve, and then slot each individual’s profile to a corresponding location on the curve. Basically,
people are being “slotted” into a static statistical table. Whereas, DZee dynamically constructs personalized profiles for
each person based on their actual census data and personal health history. DZee then aggregates these individually
assembled employee profiles, into a combined total population that has been constructed dynamically from “the ground
up” using massively rich, highly personalized, and actively tested data.
Until now, health cost predictions have been largely
based on the total claims costs of a group using
actuarial methods derived from the Property &
Casualty industry. These models don’t necessarily
apply to healthcare for several reasons including:
healthcare’s very high claim frequency, rapidly
changing care procedures, the fast pace of price
increases, and increasing life expectancy, to name a
few. In addition, these old models do not analyze the
underlying health status of people, and track how a
different health status or grade requires different
levels and amounts of services. DZee on the other
hand, model’s health care expenses as a function of
an individual’s state-of-health that varies over time.

DZee’s vast clinical wellness & biometric data sets allows for the construction of highly-articulated health status baselines
for individuals. DZee can then track a person’s health status and identify changes occurring in their general health and
specific health conditions over time. By using “before & after” comparisons across different time periods, DZee can
objectively track the health improvement effectiveness and financial outcomes resulting from wellness program
interventions. DZee can validate and pinpoint the ROI of health improvement programs.
DZee has launched the first “Health Migration Matrix” that predicts the benefits employees will consume over their
entire lifetime based on their health status and correlations with U.S. healthcare claims and demographic data using the
DZee machine learning engine. DZee’s Health Grade Migration Matrix allows companies to look at health expenses not
only as billable medical transactions, but as a mixture of care episodes of varied severity which are ultimately co-related
within themselves. DZee simulates how health conditions will progress over different time horizons (short, medium &
long-term), and predicts how claim costs will change as medical conditions evolve.
DZee provides unmatched excellence in the
rigor of data analyzed, the scope of outcomes
tested, the application of scientific and
technology methods, the continuous and
perpetual testing and refinement processes
utilized, and the integration of multiple time
horizons to provide the most holistic
probability models available. This results in
an order-of-magnitude quality improvement
in the astuteness of predictions for medical
benefits consumption and costs.
Insurance companies profit by collecting more in premiums than they pay out in benefits. To maximize profit, insurance
companies deploy state-of-the-art information systems to interrogate population demographics, healthcare utilization,
and patient outcome data. The data is used to establish risk profiles and predict the lifetime healthcare costs of insured
groups, and thereby determine policy pricing and terms. However, this information is neither readily accessible, nor easy
to understand by consumers seeking to make informed decisions. As a result, employers and employees are at a
profound disadvantage to insurance companies because they do not possess similar analytical tools, and cannot make
well-informed purchase decisions.
The exhibit at left shows the results of an enrollment
simulation for 3 healthcare plans using DZee’s
analytics platform. DZee can predict enrollment
results, claims costs and benefit consumption levels
for a company census prior to conducting enrollment.
Insurance companies have built their own “Da-Vinci
Code” of internal practices that effectively masks their
self-favoring methods used to set policy terms and
prices. DZee has invented a healthcare analytics
model that counters the statistically-based predictions
of insurance companies by applying a dynamic, datarich, and technology intensive methodology that is
based on the actual & personalized profiles of
participants.
Surveys suggest (Aflac, 2016) that most employees spend about 15 minutes deciding what healthcare plan to pick during
open enrollment. Essentially, open enrollment is an event where employees make a purchase decision about a perishable

good item that’s worth approximately $20,000 in value, and only has a one-year shelf-life. How many people spend 15
minutes deciding to purchase a car with a $20,000 sticker price? How many people take 15 minutes to pick a college
where they pay $20,000 per year in tuition costs? It’s a similar scale of costs and potential consequences for employees
making a healthcare insurance plan purchase decision. Therefore, isn’t it critical for companies to provide rigorous
decision-support to employees, and help them select the best-fitting and optimal value plan for their personal
circumstances? Doesn’t it also make sense for a company when considering the productivity and general welfare of its
workforce, to identify and offer a menu of benefits plans that delivers value, personal relevance, and supports the wellbeing of a company’s most valuable assets?
DZee can pick the optimal benefit plans portfolio for a company to offer (from a larger and mixed universe of available
plans), and can also place individuals into the best-fitting and responsive plans for their health profile and personal
preferences. Additionally, DZee can formulate benefit plans that directly support key company financial and benefiting
goals, and can achieve these results for both fully insured and self-insured clients. What’s more, an employer (when
choosing plans to offer in their program portfolio), or an employee (when choosing to enroll in specific plans) can pretest
with “what-if?” scenarios to rigorously determine how well plans fit their personalized needs and goals.

DZee’s platform supports a
full-year cycle of results
planning, tracking, and the
ability to pre-test changes
being considered before
implementing. With DZee you
can conduct virtual “what if?”
simulations using actual
participant census and claims
data in advance of open
enroll-ment to reveal the
most likely outcomes and
costs that will be experienced.

About DZee Solutions
DZee Solutions, Inc. is a cloud-enabled decision support software company operating in the healthcare insurance and
employee benefits sector. The Company licenses its proprietary analytical software platform to businesses
and
enables clients to make well-informed decisions in the selection of health insurance plans, supplemental benefits plan
packages, and wellness program financial results and savings.

To experience a new paradigm in healthcare & voluntary benefits predictive decision-support,
contact DZee Solutions and request a demo: info@dzeesolutions.com or call (747) 224-7461

